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1. INTRODUCTION

The original form of this distinctive Australian rat was described by J. E.

Cray (1841) from two cotypos sent lo London from South Australia. Captain

G. Grey, who is traditionally credited with being their collector, visited South

Australia unofficially in 1840, before his assumption of the governorship of the

province in the following year, and it has been generally accepted that the

locality "vicinity of Adelaide" quoted in the appendix on mammals in his

[ournal is to be accepted Literally in localizing the type. While the circum-

stances of this early Colonial time might be thought to render this probable

enough it cannot be regarded as definitely established and some evidence lo the

contrary is later presented (infra),

No further systematic work was done on the species for more than 80 years,

during which time several "records" of it were later shown (or have come to be

regarded) as erroneous and based on misidentifications (Collett, 1887; Ogilby,

1892; Waiie, 1896). It is somewhat remarkable that Gould who also travelled

widely in the State did not recogni.se the distinctness of *Mw greyf of Gray,

bnt relegated that name to the synomymy of Mm gouldi Waterhouse (now re-

ferred to Thetomtjs); and later (1858) 'in describing R. asshnilis from New
South Wales, which is so close to R. greyi as to be considered conspeciflc by

Trans, Roy. St>c. S. Aust. (I960), Vol. 83.
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some authors, he did nor alter that opinion. In 1921. O. Thomas obtained
further material from Mt. Compaq through the good offices of Professor Wood
Jones, then working in Adelaide, and after reviewing the series referred to R,
grr.i/i m the British Sluseum, concluded that it was not homogeneous, and desig-
nated one of the former cotvpes as: a leetocype to represent Gray's species. This
specimen (B.M. 41, }'26<1) is stated by Tate (1951, 329) to be ot the "Gould
Collection". At the same time, Thomas (op. cih) described Ratttts culmonim
auxtrmu* from a specimen collected by J. B. Harvey, and donated to the Zoo-
logical Society Of Loudon in 1841. Harvey collected both on Kangaroo Island
and at Port Lincoln mi Eyre Peninsula and the place of origin of the type of
ttwtrimm is qJm> quite uncertain, Thomas (1921) and Tate (1951) accepting
Kangaroo Island, and Iredale and Troughton (1934) and EUcrman (1941), Pt.
Lincoln. This dispute would have no relevance here were it not for the fact
that Tate ( 1951 ) has been brought to the conclusion tliat ousfrinus is a form of
R. grctji and not of R. ctdmonun. Troughton (1920) recorded the persistence of
tile spikes (under the pseudonym R. (mimilis) on both Kangaroo Island and
Eyre Peninsula,

A second insular representative was discovered bv Wood Jones on Pearson
Isles in die Investigator Croup of the Eyre Peninsula coast, and this was de-
scribed by Thomas (1923) as a full species, Hathts murrayi T hut now more
geneially regarded as R. greyi mwrnyi. Wood Junes (1924, 1925) gave an
excellent general account of both the mainland and island forms and provided
the first illustrations of the species, In 19.30 Bra'/.cnor separated a western
Victorian population from the typical form under the name R. g« ravus; but this
being preoccupied by Epimys ravus (- Rnttus ravus) of Robinson and Kluss
was replaced by pyrcntus by Troughton (1937); Tate (1940) independently
noted the preoccupation of rauts and suggested hmzenorl as a substitute. These
described tonus have since been noted and discussed in monographic works on
muridae by Ellennan (1910-1949) and Tate, 1051. In spite "of this consider-
able body of work it cannot be said that R. grer/f is a well understood specie*.
Not. only the vagueness in the provenance of early types, but still more, the
tendency to limit the basis of differential characters to the barest conventions
of museum systematics, renders the subspecific identification of material from
descriptions1

, a hazardous proceeding.
The local mteiest of R. gft%

tjt derives largely from its insular representatives
which are frequently the only mammals on the islets of the continental shelf
which can be obtained in uumhexs, and which if fullv studied might give
valuable information on the post-Pleistocene history of this area. The immediate
origin of the present paper ha* been the necessity of assessing the degree of
differentiation which has boon attained by an island population as compared
with one from the mainland, and in such work holotypcs. however well de-
scribed, are uf limited service if unaccompanied by data on topotype series
which can supply the key to the range of variation normal to the form thev
represent. The correspondence or divergence of individual specimens oY
closely related and intergrading forms may be largely a matter of chance,
but population trends, as shown by the frequency with which characters recur,
is likely to be much mme. significant of affinity.

Although several considerable series of R. preyi are stated to exist in col-
lections, both in this country and overseas, no adequate analysis of their charac-
ters is available for such a purpose as I have indicated. Between 1938 and 1939
during the course of field work by the writer in the Flcurieu Peninsula, chiefly
upon the associated species R. lutrcola, a considerable scries of R. grcyi was
obtained as a by-product This material, personally collected over a restricted
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irea and fullv authenticated with field data, lends itself well in making good this

deficiency, which farms the chief content erf the sequel. The series is then used

as a standard ill a reexamination of other groups both insular and mainland,

wfrteh" are available here, and in addition, the distribution, status, and habits of

the species are briefly discussed and some derails given of its behaviour fa

captivity.

DISTRIBUTION AND HABITS

The present distribution of the species, as far us it is known, involves a

narrow suhcoastal strip extending from the Portland district of western Victoria

to the southern portion of Eyre" Peninsula in South Australia and some of its

off-lying islands, and is thus almost entirely within the territory of the latter

State, its eastern extension in Victoria, however, may be considerably greater

than is supposed, as it tends to be masked by the overlap with Lhe very similar

/?. wsimilis, the most westerly record of which appears to be at Beech Forest

ill the Otw.iy Peninsula of Victoria.

The riin^ thus interpreted is one of the most restricted for Australian raK
but if Tate's" suggestion (1951) is adopted of considering R. greyl as a sub-

specific soutii-wcsWn off-shoot of R. as$intilit>\ the combined range is then prob-

ably the most extensive, the forms K a, comcim extending to north Queensland

and R. a. tntmiatttts to the Arafura coast of the Northern Territory. The absence,

so far as knowu, of any representative of the species group in Tasmania and

the frequency of its occurrence on the islands of the South Australian coast,

is n significant point m its distribution. Shortridge (1936) claimed K gretji (as

distinct from R. fmrtpea) as a member of the Western Australian lauua, but

this is not confirmed by Glauert (1950). Tate (op. cit.) suggests that such

an extension whs established during the last pluvial phase of the Pleistocene

and has lapsed during subsequent dry times, but he was inclined to underrate

the arid tolerance of modern K. «reyi as shown, for example, by the dune colonies

of Eyre Peninsula and some of its Islands, and it may yet be found to extend

mucn further along the south coast in this direction also.

In South Australia at the present lime it ts well established in the southern

portion of the Mt. Lofty Range and on Kangaroo, Greenly, Pearsons, Nth.

Neptune, and Gamhier islands and probably on several other islets off the coast.

It occurs much more sparsely in the lower South-eastern District and persists

also in small numbers along the coastal portion of the Adeiaide-Wakefield Plain

and tti the southern portion of Eyre Peninsula. The early obliteration both

of fauna and vegetative cover by farming operations in large portions of lower

South Australia, necessarily leads to a patchy, discontinuous distribution common
to most local mammals at present, but how far this was true of the pre-Euronean

cr:» and to what extent the present Occupied areas were formerly linked, is

largely conjectural, Its survival north of Adelaide, in sheltered, unutilized

spots, such as the mangrove belts, suggests that, it: may formerly have occupied

many of the timbered poitions of the wheat lands of Lhe Lower North and of

Yorke Pcnisula. It is absent front the major expanses of rfw Mallee, and sub-

fossil records Ho not appreciably extend the existing distribution.

Today, in the hill tracts south of Adelaide, wherever sufficient cover has

been left for its needs, it holds out in small numbers and seems able to survive

the attentions of both the fox and domestic eat. and is one of the very few native

mammals which are at all likely to be taken here by random trapping. Twenty

YOSTS ago. before the use of trace elements led Let ;i phenomonal increase of

pasture and sheep breeding, the portion of the Flcurieu Peninsula south of the
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watershed and including (he valleys of the creeks beLween the Waitpinga in
the cast and the Tapanappa in the west, was an almost virgin wilderness and
R, greyi was in very large numbers, here and almost ubiquitous. It could be
Mapped with almost equal certainty on div lateritc ridges under stands of
stringy bark timber (Eucalyptus obliqua and E. btixtevi) and dwarf cucalypt
scrubs or in the tangled jungly growth along the swampy heads of creeks; the
former, however, and hill slopes with moderate eover of bracken and xanthorrhea
were die more characteristic stations. In this area it had no marsupial eta*
petitors and lew effective predators and the periodic bush fires which .swept the
creek valleys from the divide down to the sea were the only cause of large
scale mortality, From these disasters, however, it made rapid recoveries and re-
occupied the burnl country with remarkable speed. Its relations with R, hitreola
which also has a firm hold on this country will be more particularly discussed
elsewhere, but it may be remarked tliat It is a much more wide ranging and
adaptahle animal than (he latter and only comes into competition with it in
the immediate vicinity of the restiieted hitreola colonies which are usually in
damp areas near the creek beds or in wet swamps. Unlike the west Victorian
and Kangaroo Island populations which make considerable living burrows in
suitable soils the local lorm of the Flcurieu Peninsula docs not normally burrow,
but shelters in or under fallen logs and in matted banks of grass and sedges
and dried fern. Even where very plentiful it is quite inconspicuous, leaving
no well-defined runways and being seldom seen by dav.

Some information on the feeding habits has been obtained by the examina-
tion iif stomach contents of considerable numbers from the Flenrieu Peninsula;
this consists most frequently of a dark coloured, finely ground pulp in which
seed case fragments form the chief recognisable constituent. Incineration of the
dried mass yields an ash rich in sand which gives colour to the view that xub-
tcrrauean materials are largely used for food/ This had been inferred indepen-
dently from the frequency with which the rat had been trapped on burnt clear-
ings under timber where the soil was much scarred by fresh, shallow excava-
tions, About one-half the .stomachs contained appreciable quantities of insect
material representing both Coleoptera and Orthoplera, und in two cases a
fleshy mass derived, at least in part, from an Amphibian. .No trace of green
vegetation could be detected. The available evidence, therefore, suggests"' that
in this district at least, seeds, ruots and lubers are the chief elements of the diet,
with u not unimportant intake of insects and small veitehrutes, It is very easily
(rapped with a variety of baits of which bread fat and sliced apple were found
about equally effective.

The stomach frequently carries a heavy infestation of a nematode, identi-
fied by Mrs\ f. M. Thomas as a Flujmlvptrra species, and several unidentified
ectoparasites occur, of which the m»wt important quantitatively is a Laehim
species*.

As regards reproduction, the data is scanty and the evidence mostly negative
as the greater part of die Flcurieu Peninsula series was obtained at fames when
reproduction was largely suspended. However, by combining such information
as it yields, both in the field and in captivity, with that fnmi other South Aus-
tralian mainland localities and horn Greenly and Cambici Islands, and western
Victoria, it may be seen that, in the male, testes first undergo a sudden enlarge-
ment and become scrotal in site in July and August and may be found so tJll

the following February; and that in the female activity in the" form of observed
littering of wild caught rats in captivity, and lactation and x>regnuney in the
wild, extend from September till February. While the evidence from ftfry one
locality is inadequate for a positive statement, the combined data might be
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taken as indicating that the overall reproductive pattern foT the species is one

flf activity from fete winter or early spring to late summer (July-February) and

thai there is a period of quiescence in autumn and eurly winter (March-June).

Vulval occlusion is absent in the Fleurieu Peninsula series and in other main-

Jajid material lias been noted in one example only, a subadult from the Meadows
Creek area, slightly north of the main scries, in April Jt is more frequent in

a Greenly Island collection (infra). The number of litters per year is not

ascertained. In the single littering observed in captivity four young were pro-

duced, but in western Victoria, six full-term uterine embryos were observed in

two cases.

Numbers of /I. greiji taken in the Kleuricu Peninsula were kept in eaplivity

for varying periods under conditions similar to those described for Pseudomy.s

{Cijomtjs) apodcmokles in my paper <if 1941 On a diet of mixed grain, potatoes

and hard fruit, which was always present in the cages in excess of require-

ments, and supplemented by a small ration or egg, honey, powdered mffR and

fat bacon, it appeared to thrive and produced and reared young. Water was
drunk sparingly when supplied, but is not essential, and two groups, one captive

burn and one wild, lived through a hot summer without it.

In general, it proved to be a vigorous, restless and aggressive little creatine.

The males made almost ceaseless attempts frrt escape and frequently succeeded by
gnawing holes in the wire netting, but the escapees made little use of their

freedom, seemed nonplussed by their enlarged surroundings and were usually

easily retrapped in the vicinity of the cages. I cannot confirm Wood Jones'

(1925) description ol its gkntlfi* character. Its failure to bite when handled

(which is not invariable) .seems to be due to a paralysis of fear rather than

to tolerance, and though it may not move away when touched, it heiiueiirly

trembles, its tail beats an invuluntacy tattoo and its ayes bulge in their sockets.

Impressions of temperament no doubt depend on the social balance of the

communities observed, The groups which I have watched always contained

an excess of males and under these conditions it appears in a very different hfjir.

Its libido during the season is quite insatiable and under stress of sexual com-
petition it wages relentless war on all rivals real or potential and either kills or

incapacitates them or enforces a recognition ol its dominance. New additions

in the colony were always treated with hostility though they all came from a

very restricted ami of the Peninsula. On at least one occasion house mice
straying into the cage were killed and eaten.

Naluial vegetation from the site of capture was used to eaipet I he cages

and hollow logs and nest boxes were provided for shelters; these were generally

occupied by pairs, but solitary males often made grass nests for themselves in

the corners, either of an open cup-shaped form (PL 2. Fig. A) or a much
laigei domed structure, with an entrance near the base (PI. 2 Fig. R). Much
time and labour were expended In eOnstmcUng these nests, whicK arc not just

random heaps of material, but were made by interweaving selected stems.

They were demolished and rebuilt al frequent intervals, and nest building is

evidently an important natural industry of the species. Transference of a

group to a new' cage was always Followed by a tremendous burst of activity,

all crannies and furnishings being examined in minute detail and moved if

possible. At .such times it ventured out heck in daylight, but ordinarily its

activities were strictly nocturnal, II gave no evidence ol any special climbing
ability, and though it clambcied about the netting un occasion, it made no use
• •I the perches provided. The voice is much in evidence in young animals, but
adults are rather silent, except when fighting nr threatened, when they squeal

harshly. The ectoparasite Laelaps sp. which >'s almost always normally present
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in the wild, tends to increase unduly in captivity but may be checked by fre-

quently dusting with pyrethruiu.
The following serial notes cover some points of general interest in the de-

velopment of a litter in captivity. The female, having left her male and begun
to make a nest separately,-was transferred alone to a smaller cage, where four
young were born next day (September 8) at unascertained intervals, They were
uniformly pink on all surfaces and smooth and very vocal, using a shrill bird-

like trail when left in the cold by the mother. If disturbed at the nest she fre-

quently jumped out, dragging some of the young with her, but they did not
adhere firmly to the nipples. The female had but four of the ten mammae
functioning— two inguinale and twu pectorals.

Ai 5 days: The young were removed from the nest, examined and weighed,
using a stoppered weighing bottle; weight 5 g. They were now perceptibly
darker above than below and wrinkled; the mystieial vibrissac quite apparent
and all white. When returned to the nest, the young were immediately flung out
by the mother and rolled to and fro on the grass of the floor with her hands
for a minute or more. She then took them in ber mouth and carefully replaced
theni in the nest. This decontamination rite was frequently, but not invariably,
earned out on future occasions of handling.

At 9 days: Dorsum now much darker than ventrum and completely clothed
m a fine lead coloured down which is linged with yellow on nape. The neslliugs

>verc vigorous but not capable of locomotion-
At 12 days: All young weighed 8 g.; pelage considerably advanced, the

yellow areas extending nearly to the rump and on the outer aspect of the fore-

limb a conspicuous patch of lead coloured underfur has appeared. Though stdl

blnul thev could now scramble slowly over a bench, The three males were
recognisable by minute paired spot?* of pigmented epidermis on the scrotal sites.

At 16 days. Pelage now markedly thicker, but or the same length and cover-

ing all the trunk and hmlm but not the ears nor tail. The young were able to

remain balanced on all four limbs and to walk an inch or two.

At 19 days: Weight 10 g>; furring of body and appendages complete; on
the tail both scutatiou and hairs were appareut and its dorsal surface distinctly

darker than below; dorsum of the pes haired with pure white on the toes only,
that on the Tnetatarsal area hiring slightly darkened at base. The soles of the
pes were now darkened to a pale slate colour, but the palms of the manus, pink.

At 4 weeks: Eyes opened on the 22nd day. When removed from the nest

the young jumped freely and ran and climbed about the cage and when handled
made determined attempts to bite; the lower incisors were still white.

Af 6 weeks: 3 13 g.; 6 11 g.; fi 13 g.; ? ]3 g. The pigmented scrotal sites

are still conspicuous and in the female (here is no vulval occlusion. Though
they were not seen to voluntarily leave the nest they undoubtedly do so at night
and ore taking solid food freely. Rotit upper and lower incisors were nmv
yellow, but the former much darker. On tnc 34th day one of the 13 g. males
wiib found drad; head and body. 73, tail., fifl. pes, 20, ear, 15-5 X 10; rhinarium
to eye, 12; eve to ear. 12, skull greatest length. 25-6. The third molar had not
yet erupted.

At 8 weeks: Another male found dead and partly eaten; the survivors

weighed $ 14 g.; v 16 g.

Af 9 weeks. * 23 g.; s 33 g. The young had not been under close obser-

vation since last weighing and the remarkable disparity in size was rjUfte im~
expected; the male appeared to be entirely normal and healthy and active but
was much less bulky than the female. Areas of exposed epidermis were still

relatively unnigmentod and when exposed to sunlight or handled, the light
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coloured parts of maims, tail, pes and rhinariUm, but not the ears, became deep
pink. They were still comparatively leggy and awkward; they climbed about

the ucttmg more than adults but showed' mi agility at it. The male, having

given evidence of nil. the dam was removed from the cage.

At 10 week*: .5 30 g.; 9 38 g. \t this time the pair made a grass nest

exactly as fabricated by the wild bom rats, and shared it. Regular observation

and weighing had to be abandoned at this point, but in the next six months
the young weathered their first summer successfully on the standard diet and
without water. They were somewhat tamer than wild caught specimens, but

the male always attempted to bite when handled. The pelage was now gener-

ally similar to that of the duller coloured adults, but less dense and glossy, and
with fewer guard hairs and correspondingly reduced grizzle,

At 37 ivecks: The female was found dead, having delivered four premature
young, head and body, 136; tail 130; pes 27-5; ear, 19 '< ll-Si weight SO g.;

these dimensions arc still somewhat below the approximate means of adult wild

females, as selected by molar wear in the sequel (infra).

The surviving male was mixed in with u wild caught group or both sexes.

but after resisting steady persecution for six months with varying success, lie

was removed to a cage of his own where he outlived the entire colony, dying
during ;i heat wave on January 13, 1939, when day temperatures rose to 113 dcg.

in the shade; head and body, 151; tail, incomplete; pes, 27; ear, 20 * 12: wt,
145 g.; skull greatest length, 35 • J , These values for head and body and weLght
exceed the approximate means of the adults of the wild caught series, but somo
others, notably the pes, are much lower, though all fall within the. range except

the weight. This exceeds the maximum for the wild caught group by 30 per

cent and was due to excessive fat. The skull length barely attains the minimum
h"tr the wild "adult" group subsequently measured (infra).

The death of this male at two years four months of age was almost certainly

|)remature arid probably due to heat apoplexy. Though the skull characters jhftj

wve been modified by captivity, they do not suggest an aged condition, when
compared with the oldest of the wild series, A life span for the species in

nature of three nr lour years seems probable.

2. DEFINITION OF A STANDARD POPULATION OF
R. GREYt CRRY1 DRAY, hSJI

The material examined below, which i^ later used as a standard series for

assessing the status of other populations, was taken near the heads of the Cal-

lawonga, First, Boat Harbour, Tupaiwppn and BlaeldVllows Creeks in thfl

Flcurieu Peninsula at the southern extremity of the Mt. Lofty Range. Thut it

may be accepted as representative ot the primary subspecies is indicated (within

the' limitations inherent in such comparisons) by the consonance of die lectotype

with the range of variation now described and by the specific statement of

Thomas (1921), that Wood Jones' donation from Mt. Compass was in agree-

ment with the lectotype; this locality being but a few miles north in the ranges

and presenting very similar ecological conditions to those of the drainage of

the creeks named.
A strict interpretation of the term "vicinity of Adelaide" might put the

type locality on the coastal Adelaide-Wakefiekl plain, which has some claim to
be considered as a disiincl natural region, differing from the highlands fifty miles
to the south, which yielded the present material, in lower rainfall, higher mean
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temperatures and, of course, in soils and vegetation. As will be shown later,

the few* specimens which arc certainly known from this plain, show slight differ-

ences, and give colour to the vbw that the type locality lies in the Hills district

to the south.

The Fleurieu series comprises 45 individuals representing an adequate range
of sexual, sca.son.al and age phases; approximately one half of it is in the form
uf skins and skulls, with the remainder alcohol preserved. The sex ratio is

23 & : 22 9 .

(ri) EXTERNAL CHARACTERS

Sij^e small; the phase <rf the .species under consideration being one uf tl>e

smallest of Australian rats. Limbs and appendages slender and delicate and the

body build light and gracile, the dumpiness, which has been remarked (Wood
Jones, 1925), being due to posterior lengthening of pelage rather than to a
somatic character. The head (Pi 3 f Fig. A) is relatively large in comparison
to body length and general bulk and has a well arched profile and but medium
rostral development. The car is thin in substance, bluntly rounded and carried

conspicuously free from the head fur. The eye is large and prominent, and
under emotional stress is capable of a remarkable degree of protrusion.

The facial inbrissae are relatively very strongly developed in R, greyi; all

sets are well represented and the mysticials, gcnals and supraorbitals in par-

tieuku are very long though slender bristles with extremely attenuated tips. As
they are much subject to shortening fey abrasion and breaking, the lengths

quoted have been taken from a selected group of apparently undamaged
examples, and except for the mvsticials which alone have been used compara-
tively, the maximum observed length only is quoted, 'llir counts have been
made on fully furred examples., which in the case or the smaller bristles, present

more difficulty than 111 earlier nude or part furred stages, so that these numbers
arc subject to correction.

In the mysticial set. the shorten anterior, members are white for the greater

part of their length, the remainder blackish brown with white tips; length in

adults ranges bom 42-53 with an approximate mean of 46-7; the three longest

example's were supplied by males, but the mean for females is almost as high

(46*0 ef'. 47 "1). The pencil set is most frequently reduced to a single bristle,

hul rarely two of almost the same length and vet very closely together, may lie

pjesent; maximum 29 mm. Supraorbitals apparently normally two. though only

a single bristle survives in some and a third very small member may be present
in others: these, with the geuals, have the same colour distribution as the longer

mysHeials; maximum 32 mm. A pastoral papilla is strongly and consistently

developed at a site about 6 mm, behind the oral canthus and supports three

hristles'. the longest (to 14 mm.) being dark at base and white tipped and the

other two entirely white. The submental* are often difficult to delimit as a

m<*dian group since numerous irregularly disposed bristles extend from the

midline across to the angle of the mouth, where they are often longer than on
the name site; the longest noted was 7 mm. and all are white to bast*. The
int.crratnah are also difficult to define in furred material owing to a tendency-
id the median papilla to break up into two or even (luce separate papillae, each
{WOVfdcd with sensory hairs so IqaJ A total of six or more may be present; the

argent complement noted on the median site was four, and the maximum length

14 mm.: these, like the submentals, are all white to the base.

The manus (PI. 3, Figs. C and D) is slender and narrow, with a length
from the base of the metacarpal pads to the summit of the apical pads ( excluding
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claw) raugiug in fully adult examples from 13*0-14*0 mm* and the breadth

transversely across the paltn from the base of the 2nd digil from 4*5=5*0 mm.
yielding un approximate rueau breadth/length ratio of 0*37; the 3rd dig?t til

5 5 mm. anil its claw to 2-5 mm. as maxima. The digital formula (length only)

is 3>4>2>5> 1 but 4>3 occurs rarely, and the 4th digit is always the

stoutest. The claws are moderately developed, yellow horn coloured and witli

a free projection about equal to the apical pads and lightly fringed with

bristles. The pollex is relatively well developed and its nail is large and con-

spicuous dorsally. The genera! colour of the palmar surface in life is pink;

the central portions are deeply creased hot not punctate nor granular. The
grooves of the palmar surface of tho digits are deeply incised and the 4-5 senii-

annolar ridges which they enclose are prominent and entire distally. but the

proximal two are commonly broken up into scales, in a more decided fashion

than is usual in Australian Roltus*

The pahnor pads are smooth and rounded in outline but are relatively large

and with bold relief; the surfaces are feebly striate. The intcrdigitals are

mounted on prominent folds uf integument which in available illustrations

(Wood Jones (1925). Bra7enor (1936) op. cit.) are not always distinguished

from the pads themselves, so that very <lifferent conditions appear to he attri-

buted lo the species. The metacarpals vary considerably in shape and area

and have extensions on to the lateral aspects of the manus, which complicate

tin? overall appraisal under these heads. The alitor metacarpal (hypothenar)

is always the longer and extends lower towards the carpus and in pa hoar aspect

is usually twice as long as broad, and a pointed oval in shape. The inner meta-
carpal is shorter and broader and is sometimes equal and rarely greater in area

than the ou(er; its palmar portion is roughly an inverted U or bell shape, with
a depression between the arms and an accessory fold on the lateral aspect

towards the pollex, separated fiom the main portion by a distal notch. The
interdigitals are somewhat more constant, the most frequent shape being an
inverted broad piriform lor (he median pad and inverted cardiform for the

1st and 3rd. The 3rd interdigilal has a small circular satellite pad at its postero-

external angle with a frequency of about 90 per cent., which, however, may be
reduced to a dependant heel or disappear altogether, in point of area the pre-

vailing pad formula is; outer metacarpal > inner metacarpal > 2nd intcirligiUil

> 3rd > 1st 1
, but as shown above the metacarpals may be equal, or the inner

tile larger.

Neither median antebrachial nor anconcal vibrissae were traced on the

fureliinb in the available material: (he ulnar carpals are 4-5 in number, arranged
in two groups, and arc pure white to base with the longest of the set reaching
13 mm. as a maximum.

The pfts. relative to head and body length, is one of the longest amongst
Australian species of LlattUit, with an approximate mean value in adults ol IS)'

7

per cent, irf the h<r&d and body, and also one of tho narrowest, the ratio of

breadth across the sole from the l>ase ot the 1st digit, to the length, averaging

about 0-22. It tapers gently for most of its length and has a well constricted

calcaneal portion; the 3rd digit reaeh+'s 7 mm., its claw 3 5 mm. and the liallux

4 mm., as maxima. The digital formula is as in the maims and the 4th digit

again usually 'he stoutest; the claws sharp and delicate, coloured as in the

manus, but with longer fringing bristles which may exceed them by their own
length. Digital rings increased to ft on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th and all except
the distal member divided into 2 (or basally into 3) large scales. The colour

1 The 2nd of the primitive ptriitaduetyl manus.
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of the sole is pale pink with the central portions sometimes darkened with an
infusion of slate* which, however, dues not extend to the pads.

The plantar path are strongly developed and more definitely striate than
in the mamis. The inner metatarsal in this series is notable in being broader
than usual and generally lacks the long, djawn-out, comma-shaped tail, commun
in the germs; in shape it is an irregular oval narrowing proximally but widi its

maximum breadth uHeu more than half its length. The outer metatarsal is

broad oval or nearly round and only one-quarter car less of the area of the inner.

The median interdigitals are regularly pirifnim and the laterals inverted cardi-
form; the 1st with a slight depression towards die heel, and die 4lh with a distinct

separate satellite pad at the postcro-c.xtcrnal angle in 50 per cent, of eases only;
in the remainder, it may be represented by an accessory fold or heel or be
entirely absent (20 per cent.); much more rarely a heel or satellite may appear
at the base of the 1st intejdigital. In adults, the most frequent size relation i.s:

inner metatarsal > 3rd interdiqitul > or = 2nd >4th > 1st > outer metatarsal;
this accounts for 85 per cent, of cases, but it is characteristic of the species that

the lateral interdigitals arc large with respect to the median and a condition
of subcquality between all four may be reached; in two cases the median inter-

digitals are larger than the inner metatarsal.
Calcaneal vibrissae were nut traced.

The tail is slender and gently tapered, with attenuated apex and no ter-

minal expansion The relation of its length to thai of the head and body ranges
from 85-110 per cent, with an approximate mean of 94-3 per cent. In the group
of seven species which have been chiefly used in these comparisons and com-
prising R. grvyu assimili1

}, lutreoh, villosissimm, collctti, norvegkw, and H.
tjtexandrimts, tins mean is exceeded by the latter atone. In the entire series of
H zreyi from the Fleurien Peninsula, the length of tail equals or exceeds that
of the head and body in about 24 per cent, ol eases and the distribution of the
frequency uf this relation shows only slight differences between jj and f
(26 cf. 21 per cent) and adults and stibadults (22 ef. 25 per cent), so that the
variation in this feature is veiy largely an individual one. Scale counts were
not made upon animals in the field, but as the range observed in alcohol pre-
served material and In filled skins is identical, it is probable that the results
obtained are characteristic of this* form. The middorsal count in adults ranges
from 12-14 per cm., 13 scales having the highest frequency (54 per cent.) and
14. 38 per cent. Proximally, the dorsal counl averages slightly less, while dis-
tally it may rise as high as 21 per cm, at the apex, m subadult and immature
phases the count is decidedly higher., the middorsal number ranging from 13-15
per cm. with frequencies of 44 per cent, for 15 scali.*s > 31 per cent for 14 and
25 per cent, for 13. Hie number of hairs per scale is normally three, but shows
considerable irregularity dorsally, especially towards the base, where it may
van from one to three. The length of tail hairs is from 2-2-5 scales rniddorsally
and increases distally. The tail is decidedly darker above than below in a
larg<> majority of specimens, both scales and hairing contributing to the eifeet,
but the degree of the difference varies widclv and it may be almost as pole
above as below, but in never darker below. Light eolnuredepidermal markings.
possibly traumatic in origin, are sometimes present and rarely as much as 20
mm. at the apex may be entirely white> both as to epideirms and hair.

The mammary formula in lactating females examined is 2^3 ~ M» but in
subadults or quiescent adults, the nipples arc very completely retracted and in
many of these the pectoral and sometimes the thoracic as well, could not be
traced by ordinary macroscopic examination under a lens, but whether !hey
are completely suppressed as implied by Wood Jones (op. ciC) remums to be
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shown. As mentioned above, in a female lactating in captivity for four young,
only four of the ten were functioning; two pectorals and two abdomino-inguinals.
The pectoral and thoracic nipples lie respectively just in advance and just behind
the insertion of the forclimb and upon lines which diverge posteriorly, the
thoracic being always more laterally sited. The abdomino-inguinals show con-
siderable variation in pattern due to changes in both the lateral and antero-
posterior intervals separating them. An evenly-spaced erescenUe arrangement
(Text Fig. 1 A) is frequent, but a rectilinear "form in which the 2nd and 3rd
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Fig. 1.

Diagram showing extremes of variation in the mammary
pattern of H. greyi greyi (x 1*0 ca. ).

are nearer both to the midline and to one another, than to the 1st, also occurs
(Text Fig. 1 B) as well as intermediate conditions. The B pattern is apparently
that noted by Tate (1951) in thej form R. g. peccafus from West Victoria. The
intervals represented in the diagrams were meastired with die limbs extended
laterally to the maximum. The first (lower abdominal) lies well in advance
of the insertion of the hind limb.

The testis is relatively very large and at its maximum development in the
scrotum has diameters of 23 and 14 mm. approximately and weighs about 2 g.;

it is as large as in the much bulkier R, lutreola of the same habitats, but a more
squat oval in shape. The scrotum is well furred except at the caudal extremities,
which arc nude and have the epidermis pigmented dark gray. The epidermis
of the perineal site in the female is also darkened slightly, but the pigment is
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diffused and not concentrated on the two distal sites us in the male. In adulls

the genital tubercle has a free projection of about B mm in both sexes-

Sexual variation in external characters except where noted in the account is

slight or largely obscured by individual variation.

(b) DIMENSIONS

The four chief dimensions quoted were obtained as follows: Head and

body—This is the total length of the dorsal contour, minus the tail length. Tail—

The length of the ventral surface of the tail from the posterior margin of the

anus to apex of the last vertebra, excluding the terminal hair. The measure-

ment is made with the tail Hexed at right angles to the body. Pe.v—The length

of the plantar surface from the extremity of the heel to the extremity of the

most distant apical pad, excluding the claw, the digits being straightened and
tn line with the metatarsal. Ear—Length from the lowest point of the tragojd

notch td the apex of pinna.

The figures give the range and approximate mean for two overlapping age
groups.; (1) an adult plus aged group of 10 males and 6 females in which all

molar crowns have sustained sufficient wear to obliterate the pattern of indi-

vidual cusps and replace it by on^ of transverse lophs and in which rostral de-

velopment is marked and the zygomatic outline untapered, and (2) an advanced
subaduk group of 9 males and 13 females in which all cusps show appreciable

wear and tbe rostral development is less. In the adult group the range and
approximate mean of the percentage relation of length of tail, pes, and car, to

that of head and body, follow the absolute dimensions. Head and body and tail

are to the nearest mm,: others to the nearest 0-5 mm.
1. Head and bodv, 6 138-159(146-7), 9 139-153 ( 1 15-0); tail,

J}
130-

353 (139-7), S4-7-H0-0 (9G-1) p^r cent., ? 127-146 (134-6). 33-9-104-0

(92*5) percent.: pes, 3 27-32 (29-3), 17-2-22-2 (19- -9) per cent., ? 28-28-5

(28-2), 181-20-1 (19-4) per cent; car length, $ 20-22 (21-1). 13-3-15-8

(14-3) per cent., 9 19-21-5 (20-2), 13-1-14-6 (13-9) per cent.; ear breadth,

& 11-13-5(12*2)., V 11*13 (12-lhrhinarium to eye, & 17-19(18-4). j? 16-19

( 17*9). eye to ear, | 13-5-16 (M-o), 9 14-16 (15*1); weight in grammes, t

80-142 (9'2-7), 9 70-90 (S2-6).
2. Head and body, $ 120-146 (131 8), ? 122-145 (131*8); tail, i 115-

137 (125-0). Q 115-135 (123-2): pes, ,* 27-30-5 (28-5), g 26-5-29 (27-8);
ear length, i 19-21 (197), ? 18-21 (19-7); ear breadth, 10-14 (11-9), 3
10-13-5 (11-8); rhinarium to eve. 16-18 (17-0), 9 16-18 (16-9); eye to ear,
,'. 13-5-15 (14-1). 9 13-15 (13-8); weight hi grammes, £ 56-85 (67-4), y
51-75 (65-7).

Though there is a wide overlap in all dimensions between the sexes, it

would appear that in fully adult animals, the female is approximately equal to
t]\e male in head and body length, but is decidedly lighter when i ion-pregnant
(10 per cL-mt.) and averages slightly shorter in pes, ear and tail. The enormous
example quoted by Wood Junes (3925, 304) with a head and body length of
186 mm. has no near counterpart in this series The very low foot length of
26 mm. associated with it, suggests that the former may be a typographical
error.

(c) PELAGK

The pelage is fine and soft and in prime condition is dense and copious and
lmddorsally consists of three piles: (1) a fine silky unclerfur of nearly uniform
diameter and IS mm. long., the basal two-thirds is a deep slate (near Ridgway's
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dark plumbeous) and the terminal one-third is broken up into three colour

bands, successively dark brown black, a bright tan between ochraceuus tawny
and ochraceous orange, and the extreme Up again brown blaclc; this pile is

both quantitatively and chromatically the most important element in the pelage;

(2) a second pile may reach 25 mm. in length and is made up of much smaller

number* of Itairs with flat snorts wlu'eh broaden in the upper third of thcir

length; they are plumbeous at base, but with the terminal 6 mm. brown black

and the extreme tip buff or ivory; (3) a sparse admixture of guards which reach
35 mm. in length and darken from plumbeous tu brown black over their distal

half. Posteriorly the three sets of hairs may lengthen to 20, 30 and 45 mm..
respectively and over the ramp and sides an increasing proportion of the latter

aie tipped with white or ivory.

The general colour effect dornuJIy is a fine almost uniform grille nf rich

tan, brown black and buff or ivory which almost entirely obscures the basal
slate colour and when viewed from a littlt* distance approximates to Ridgway's
cinnamon brown in the warmest and lightest coloured individuals, and to bistre

In the coldest and darkest.

The sides arc lighter than the back owing to a progressive weakening of
the subterniinal band to a buity brown and reduction in the overlay of black
tipped guards, but in most individuals the lateral surfaces remain distinctly
grilled and the passage to the pale veutrum is abrupt. Mid-vcntrally. there
are two piles; an underfur 10 mm. long with its basal S mm. a somewhat Jightej-

plumbeouv than dorsally and with the tips greyish white or pale buff and a
sparse uUcnnjxture of guards 15 mm. long which are slate with the distal flat-

tened 5 mm. white or near white The basal slate shows through more than
on the dorsum and the general colour here is a greyish white with a more in

less decided wash of yellow or buff over the belly. Gray (1841) singled out
this variation of the yellow tune of the ventrum in his original description; but
in tile whole of the present series it is appreciable and sometimes decided over
the mid-bellv. while the throat, chest and perineal areas may remain grey
white. In a few examples there i» an invasion of the belly area just in advance
of the insertion bf the hind limb, by the buff or brown of die sides.

The facial areas and crown are paler and inore huffy than the back, though
still well grizzled. The ear backs in dried material are usually darker than
the head, chiefly owing to the blackish pigmentation of the epidermis, (he very
scant hairing being a pale brown externally and greyish white internally — in
a small proportion, however, greyish ear "backs lighter than the head are
present. The outer aspects of the forehmb arc greyer than elsewhere— about
Ridgway s light drab, and long haired, and just above the carpus a conspicuous
dark brown black marking is constantly developed, sharply contrasted with the
silverv white carpus and manus; the hairs of the latter, however, are usually

f)ale brown at base and there is sumetimes a very slight grizzling of all-dark
nuts* over the metacarpus. The outer aspects of the hind limb are brown like
the sides, with a slight darkening above the caleaneum sometimes developed,
and with the dorsum of the pes as fn the manus.

The tail is thinly clad with short hairs closely adpressed inid-dorsally and
then lifting and lengthening slightly distally. Tn untaded pelage, the dorsal
suitaee is decidedly darker (both as to hairs and epidermis) than the ventral —
tile mid-dorsol hairs being new bistre darkening to near black at the apex, while
cm the sides and beneath they are greyish white proximal ly and various shades
of weak brown, distally. However, as m<mtioned above, as a result of what
are no doubt periodic changes in each individual dark strongly tricolor tail*
and others which are equally pale on alt surfaces, may be seen at all seasons.
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Variation of a strictly individual kind is well shown by the series and may
be seen in examples of equally fresh and copious pelage, trapped at the vame

time on the same .site. In such eases it is due chiefly to marked differences in

die tone and length of the subterminal band of the first pile and to the length

aud profusion of the black overlay of the second and third- the white tips of

the latter arc too sparse to have appreciable effect. In examples with a short

subterminal band of relatively weak colour (ochraccous buff) with a heavy

overlay of second pile and guards, dark blackish brown scarcely grizzled coats

result," whereas, with a broad richly coloured band of uehraceous orange and

few guards, the coat becomes strongly nifescent and appears markedly grizzled.

in addition to these individual differences, there are others due to pro-

gressive fading and delapidation of the pelage, resulting in a general weakening

of the colour and a change of hue, caused by the showing through of the slate

basal colour zone of all three piles. This leads to pale fluffy coats of a slightly

avelktteous tinge, approaching wood brown, which is also more or loss charac-

teristic of early immaturity. I am of opinion that this phase has unduly influ-

enced some existing descriptions of the species. Wood Jones, for example, hi

emphatically repudiating Ogilby's (1802) description, states lhat there is no

"intense reddish" anywhere in the coat and that the smoky colour of the under-

lie shows through and subdues the whole. This, however, is not true of the

pelage at its best as described above, and it would be difficult to avoid the

terms "red brown" and "blackish brown* in ordinary parlance, in defining such.

Although the area has a hot summer and comparatively sharp winter with

marked difference of mean day temperatures in February and July, seasonal

differences lu the pelade arc at a minimum. While the richest pelage t»f the

series was taken in August others of almost equal quality were seen in February

aud May, and conversely, worn, short and faded coats were obtained in all

three months. The time of renewal of the coat is evidently an individual matter

independent of seasonal conditions and following a cycle determined largely

by the time at which the rat was littered. No evidence of an orderly moult

Eroceeding successively over different areas of the surface, with well marked
oundaries between the old and new coats, could be detected; but in two indi-

viduals taken in May, large areas of both dorsal and ventral surfaces, simul-

taneously:, showed a short replacing coat mingling with the base of the main pile.

Nu valid sexual differences in pelage could be traced.

(d) CRANIAL AND DEXTAL CHARACTERS

Twenty skulls, all extracted from animals of known external characters 3ud
dimensions, have been e\amineil and measured,

The skull (Pi. 1, Figs. A-D) is notable for its smoothly rounded outlines

and weak muscular impressions, which arc retained without appreciable altera-

tion into advanced age- This gives it a distinctive appearance which at nnce

marks it off from other Australian species of Ratitts, and recalls somewhat the

form of the larger species of rscudowys $,s.

The muzzle is of moderate length but very narrow and with a marked ten-

dency to parallelism of its sides. The maximum width of nasals i.s always suh-

ternunal, but fluctuates over a 20 per cent, range, with corresponding variation

in the overall shape Of the bones which, however, never develop an abrupt or

bulbous expansion. The fronto-nasal suture i.s usually broad and square imd

the premavillioiy process may overlap it posteriorly or fall short. The zygomatic
outline is broad with some flattening at the mid point of the curve and with
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the maximum witltli <il\vays at the squamosa) root, but in adults the middle

width is almost as peat and it is only in distinctly subadult skulls that there

ft anv appreciable posterior laper of the arch, The interorhital region tends

to be tubular and smooth, and the supraorbital margins are not ridged. The

bruin case is broad and smoothly rounded and temporal crests are only slightly

developed or even quite absent. The lacrimals are lajge, and the antt*orbital

ft issue, though variable, are never srnm<dy developed and are sometimes con-

spicuously small.

In lateral aspect the dorsal profile is well arched but less so than in such

forms as K cuhnorntn and R. luin:olt\. The zygomatic plate is shorter vertic-

ally than in R, assimilh\ but is otherwise .similar and its anterior margin may be

either strictly vertical or with a slight concavity at base. Conflicting statements

have been made about the size and shape of' the anterior palatal foramina in

it greyi and their relation to that of ft. ammilis. In the present series the adult

condition Lv that length is comparatively constant and always decidedly greater

than the molar rows, but width (like that of the nasals) is nm* oF the most

variable of dimensions, with a range of 15 per cent, or more— however, in

relation to such species as R. culmorum and httreola they could only be described

as wide, and though the exact shape is variable, their combined aperture docs

not narrow posteriorly at all markedly as in a&nmihs and is sometimes as wide

pmterioTlv as in the middle. The bullae are small with their length about equal

to that of the molar rows, but ihev are relatively broad and well rounded.

Age changes in the skull arc less marked than usual, buL can generally bo
recognised in the change in shape of the Tvgomatie arches above mentioned and

in the elongation of braincase and rostrum, Sexual differences are inappreciable

in the subadult t>roup; m that of adults the largest example is from a very aged

male and is disproportionately enlarged in relation to its somatic dimensions —
whether females equally enlarged occur, the material is insufficient to dcterminr.

lu the molars (Pi' 1.. Figs. E and F}» >rnall but distinctly developed an-

terior cin^ular cuspids can be made nut on .VI
1 in about one-third uf the irn-

nvHure skulls and vestiges of them persist in one or two adult dentitions. The
buccal element (T.3) of the first lamina of the same tooth is usually very eom-
p'ctc'y suppressed but is weakly indicated in a few examples, in Hie lower

molars thfc interproximal accessory cusps nf Vb and M* are always present in

unworn teeth, but are often very small and are frequently eliminated from
the adult dentition by wear. The rale of molar wear is stibfeet to much Itw-

tfulanty owing, no doubt, to varying amounts of earthy abrasive invested with

the food, and the crown pattern by itself is only a veiy rough guide to age.

There arc several examples in the series of distinctly immature animal? judged
by somatic and cranial characters, in which the cusps of all the laminae are.

transversely linked by broad bands of dentine.

The tallowing figures give in turn the range and approximate mean of the
skull measurements and molar rows for (I) five males and two females in the

adult group as defined (supra)* and (2) fiver males and four females in the
subadult group;

Greatest length, 8 35-7-38-7 (36-7), i 35-S-36-9 (36-3), j 33-0-35*0

(33-7), ? 32-G-.34-3 (33*6); basal length, 4 31*0-34-3 (32-3), C 31M-32 5

(32-0), 4 28-6-30-1 (29 -J), 5 28 • 5-30*4 (29-5 »; zygomatic breadth, i 17 5-

lft-9 (17-9, 6 18- 1-18-2 (13-15), 6 16-9-17-5 (17-0), 9 16 -3-17-2 (16-Ui;

ioterorbital breadth. } 5-0-5 7 (5 4), *4-S-5I (4-9), 3 50-5F> (5-2), 5

5-0-5-0 (S-0); nasiils lengtli, 6 13-2-14-5 (13*8), * 13-8-14*0 (13-0), 3

12 j2-13 (12-6), 3 II -6-12-7 (12-1); nasals greatest breadth. 3 3-3-4*1

(3-5), 5 3- 8-3-8 (3-8). $ 3-2-3*9 (3'fi), ? ?*&3*S <3'4); paJntal length,
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i 18-6-20-5 (19-3), ? 19-2-19-2
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19*2), & 17-5-UM (17--S), 9 17-3-18-2

( 17 7 I anterior palatal foramina, length, g 7-2-7-5 (7-3), $ 7 -3-7 -3 (73),
t

6-5-6-8 (6-7), * 6-5-7-0 (6* fi ); ditto, breadth, s 2-3-2-7 (2-5). 9 2-3-
2-4 (2-35), i 2-0-2-4 (2-2), 9 2-0-2-3 (2-2); bulla, length, 6 61-67
(6-3), ? 60-G-l (fi-05), ^ 5-8-fi-3 (6*0), 2 5-8-6-3 (6 :1); Ms/-*, $
6-2-6-3 (626), 9 5-8-5*9 (5*85), i 5-H-6-3 (G-l), <? 5*9-6-3 (6-1).

3. OTHER POPULATIONS OF R CREYl

U) MAINLAND DISTRICTS NORTH OF FLEUKIEU PENINSULA

A group of ten specimens from hill tracts north of the Flcurieu Peninsula
in the valleys of the Stmt and Onkaparmga, offer no appreciable distinction

from the standard series. Two examples are slightly shorter tailed and another
gives an extralimital value of 58 mm. for rnysticial vibrissae.

Three female specimens from a mangrove swamp near the mouth of the
Cawler River about 20 miles north of Adelaide on the Adelaide-Wakefield plain

in a very different environment from the Hills scries, are of interest as showing
the first signs of significant differentiation. While in full agreement with th<*

standard series in external characters and pelage, they carry the shortening of
die tail a stage further (min. 78 per cent.) and are longer tooted (29-295 mm.).
One of them provides the largest female skull from the South Australian main-
land, measured (greatest length 27*3) and the anterior palatal foramina are
longer and narrower (7-57-6 and 2'1-2'1 )> and the molar rows just below the
lower limit of the range (5-7-5*8) and the individual leeth narrower than in

the standards.

I have no relevant material on which to base an independent opinion m
to the extent of the westward extension of R, greyi UTCyi on the mainland, but
bqth Iredale and Tronghton (1934, 72) and Tate (1951, 329) record it from
Pt. Lincoln on Eyre Peninsula, Tatcs position in so doing was only made
tenable by Ins willingness to accept Kangaroo Island as the type locality of the
form which he regarded as R, greyi uusfrinus. But the few specimens from
Kangaroo Island which I have examined convince me that the form of R. grr.yi

which occurs there does not represent austrinus as defined by Thomas, and is,

in fact, very doubtfully separable from the typical Fleurieu race on the opposite
shore of Backstairs Passage.

In spite of Thomas's assumption that his R. culmorum amfrinus was "a
common form in South Australia in the 1S40V\ it does not seem to have found
its way into any local collections, and its origins are as obscure, as when de-
scribed. But whether it came from Kangaroo Island or Eyre Peninsula, or
formerly occurred on both ? its place, on a nasis of described characters, seems
to be definitely with culmorum and not groyl and it is not further considered
here.

Tentatively and as a working hypothesis I accept the above opinion on the
range of R. greyi greyl but the Cawler River specimens suggest that the case
may have been less simple than that.

(b) GRKENLV ISLAND

Tins site is a steep granite ridge with a peak of 750 feet at the eastern
end and two semidetached masses at the western end, lying about 19 miles
west-south-west of Point Whidbey on the west coast of Eyre Peninsula. The
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gre-ater part i>1 the island surface consists of unbroken rock slides, but near the
summit and on the south slope where sume remnants of the original limestone

capping persist there is a stunted tares* of Casuannct stricta trees and thickets

of rlio same species in bush form, together -with Melaleucas, and Carrens ikxw
un broken ureas of the north slope. TIrto is a considerable small flora in suit-

able localities where soil has accumulated, including such genera as Airiplex,

nff(i^<nti(i
f
Frankf'uki and Colundrinnui.

The island is uninhabited and seldom visited. The writer made a six days
stay there in November, 1947, to investigate the local wallaby, tracks of which
hail been seen by Wood Jones (1923), and found a form of Battus gretji abun-
dant on tiie main mass of the island. It apparently docs not burrow and there

are few parts of the island where it could indulge such a hubtit except on a
very limited scale, but there is ample ground cover in debris under the she-

uak Umber and in the denser thickets and it evidently camps in such shelter

nm\ in rock crannies. It is much less sophisticated and shy than its mainland
relatives, and was frequently seen foraging about in the more open parts in

the* late afternoons and at night it invaded the camp in numbers and could be
freely inspecte*d in a torch beam at a distance of a foot or so — in the beam the
eye is blood red. It was extremely newsy, ransacking all camp gear and sampling
all provisions left unprotected. Although it must of necessity be largely vege-
tarian, it showed a strong partiality fur flesh foods at the camp and multilatcd
wallaby carcasses left there. The stomach contents of those examined consisted
largely of tuberous vegetable material with seed case fragments and in two
cases insects and remains of a (?) gecko.

The material on which the following account is based comprises 23 indi-

viduals:, belonging to three collections all from the main island, two made per-

sonally in November. 1947, and February, 1949, respectively, and a third by a
party which included South Australian Museum personnel, in December, 1947.

The sev ratio in the combined collection is 16 *$ ; 7 9 . During November and
December reproduction was evidently active, all males having enlarged scrotal

testes and some females laetating, though no young were taken; in February.,

however, when only females were taken, their condition was quiescent, with
occluded vulvae and strongly retracted nipples.

Ectoparasites were present m large numbers and have been found by H.
Womcrsley to include two species of fleas, Xcnyllopsis cheopia and Ccrataphtjllm

fascUrfus; two species of acarids, Luefaps nutfoli Hirst and Haevuiphysalh Icochi

And., and the louse UupJoplevru bidentata. Of eiulopara sites an extraordinarily

heavy stomach infestation of nematodes was found in several individuals and
theso have beon tentatively identified by Mrs- I, M. Thomas as species of
Physatoplrt'tl and Protospirura. About one-third of the specimens examined
showed pathological conditions in the tail and manus and pes, with malforma-
tion of digits and ulceration of the papillae of facial vibrissas. In spite of these
afflictions, however, the rats were commonly vigorous and well nourished, ;iml

sometimes fat.

The Greenly Island rat has attained a considerable level of differentiation

both from that of the standard scries of the Meuricu Peninsula and from its

jie^mtr neighbour R, gretji murmui Thos. of the Pearson Islands, about 60 mil**

to the norVest.

It is nearer the latter, especially in the more obvious characters of pelage.

hut in other important respects is quite distinct and I p:nopose to separate it

snbspccifically us
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RATTUS GflEYI PELOBI suhsp. nov.

It may be diagnosed with respect to K. g. murrayi, as follows:

A relatively large form, und when fully adult, thickset and bulky and with

powerful hands and feet- General size considerably exceedingly vnmtiui and
the tall and pes longer both absolutely and relative to head and body; trie pes

much modified, broader and with structural differences noted hclow; tail scales

finrr; pelage still paler and more grizzled, the car backs lighter than the head,

nut darker* and the prccaTpal bar conspicuous, In the skull the anterior palatal

foramina are shorter and the dentition less reduced,

The longest mysttcial vibrissa in 13 apparently undamaged examples gave

a range and approximate mean of 38-58 (45), The ear is thick in substance

and relatively broad with a IV L ratio of 63- -75 ( -09), The manus is stouter

than in the Fleurieu series, the 1J/L ratio averaging '42 as against *37, and
though the size sequence of the. pads is the same, the individual pads are stouter

and more squat and the metacarpals nearly always subequal. The pes is also

noLably large and broad, the breadth Tanging from 7-8 5 and the B/L value from
•22--27 (*25) as against 21-24 { -22.). The pad sequence is much the same.

but the inner metatarsal tends to he smaller and narrower, while the rest of the

pads, especially the interdigitals J. and 4 are rounder. Fresh ot alcoholic speci-

mens of ft. g. tnurratji suitable tot accurate measurement have not been avail-

able, hut direct comparison of dried material of all ihrec forms lias shown that

the agreement of niuitatji. in manus and pes is with thr* standard Fleurieu series

rattier than with that of Greenly Island and the above metrical comparison

of the two latter is inserted to give an approximate estimate of the difference.

The tail is stout and, by mainland standards, short although less so titan in

nuirwyi, the mean percentage ot bead and body length being S8 per cent, as

against 77 per cent, in the latter; the scale rows arc constantly 15 per em. mid-

dorsully in adults, rising to 17 in subadults, as against 12-13 in adults of murrayi.

The pelage is subject to much heavier wear than has been observed on the

mainland and, as a consequence, differences due. Lo this factor are correspond-

ingly high. The November and December batches contain many thin and lax

coats, largely denuded uf guards Oil the rump and with a short replacement

coat showing basally here and there on die dorsum, In February, however,

the pelage was prime and in point of density about equal to thai of the Flemieu
scries dorsally, but always thinner vcntrally. In spite of these differences, the

general colour range is less than in the latter. The following notes are based
chiellv on the prime pelage. Middorsally the three piles average 16, 18 and
20 mm. in length, respectively, witli gtuuds on tlie posterior back from 40-45

mm. The sxibtermirjuT band is a weak yellowish buff, never brown nor rufous,

and is longer with less black or brown amiulutioii and less overlay from the

guards. The general dorsal colour is a somewhat olivaceous 1 grey brown, near
ftidgway's drab, very uniform from the crown of the head to tail base in good
jieJage but irregularly mottled with wear, and with a tendency in November
skins to a warmer scapular and darker lumbar area. The ear backs are paler

than the head in dried skins though n<*t always appearing so m life. The sides

are cnld drab merging imperceptibly with the ventrum which is pale plumbeous
hasally for three-quarters of its length and weakly lipped with ivory buff, the

general effect near drab grey. Ylamis ami pes may be pine white or feebly

grizzled with drab or brown and there is always a conspicuous dark preeurpal
hai on the outer aspect of the forelimb. The tail is long-haired as in munayi
with hairs 3-3*5 scales in length when not abraded, and radier erect; its colour

1 A sldn m ihi- South AnstTrtlioji \fu.%eum rande up from alcohol after 12 years untiiersinii,

shows marked changes from ttw h».$li Condition lien,1 described.
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variable but most frequently a pale drab on all surfaces and with no dorsrv

ventral contrast. .

Tti pelage R- g; pfitori shows the same divergent trends from K. g. greiji as

R. g, murmtjt does, but carries them a static further resulting in increased pallor,

weaker and yellower *ubterminal colour and more conspicuous tarsal grizzling,

especially on the head where the ear hacks arc lighter, not darker. !n the five

$kly\$ oi'murrayi which have been used W &B comparison the tail is much

darker on all surfaces than in. the new form but the standard series has shown

this character to be so unstable that I hesitaLe lo advance it as a good distinction.

Ffcslt DimetisioM-l'ht* following figures give in turn the range and approxi-

mate mean for five adult ft and five adult 8, and of Efa type 6 .
Head and

hody, 158-IfiS (1B2-8), 117-162 (154-0), 168; tail, 127-145 (135*7), 1:37-142

(139-7). 142; pes, 31-32 (31-3), 30-5-31 -3 (31-0), 31'5; ear length. 20-20 o

Ufrtil \fy5&Q (19-9), 20-5; ear breadth. J3-15 (14-0), 13-14 (13-5). 13;

weight in -rammeS> 110-111 (110-5), 91-105 (98-8), 110,

"The adult skull is slightlv larger than that & R. g. mutrayi, but otherwise

ix m general agreement vvirH it and in particular shares (in varying decree)

the three man. distinctions of the Jatter from ffi fy
gretji as defined (sitpra), i.e.,

slightly greater rostra! length, slightly broader bulla, and decidedly reduced

molar 'rows. It differs fatal mwrayl in a wider interorbital region, shorter an-

terior palatal foramina and in a smaller decree of molar reduction, especially

noticeable in transverse diameters, which are scarcely below the Fleurieu stan-

dards. Other minor differences from R, gmji ffem of an average kind are

shown in the interparietal which in adulls are smaller; in the zygomatic plate

winch tends to be higher and with a slightlv different curvature of the free

margin and in the posterior margin of the pafate which is evenly rounded and

not produced into a spur or prominence at the paMion.
Skull (Hmt'mintu-Thc following figures give, in turn, the range and ap-

proximate mean for five adult 6, three adult S
8
nnd the type £ : Greatest

length. 36-6-39-0 (376), 36-0-37-3 (36-6), 37-5; basal Length, 32*1 35-6

(33-7), 32-0-33-0 (32-4), 34*0; z.v^omatic breadth, IS*.
r>-19-6 (18*9), lS-4-

1S-5 (18-47), 190; interorbital breadth, 5-5-5-6 (5-56). 5-5-5-6 (5-57), 5-5;

nasals lenelh, 14-2-14-8 (14-5), 13'7-14-n (14-1). 14-8; nasals Neatest breadth.

3-7-4-0 (3'8). 3-6-3-7 (3-67), 3-7; palatal lcntUk 18-6-20-7 (19-6). 190-19S
(19-3), 20*1; anterior palatal foramina, length, 6*8-7-2 (7-0), 6-7-6-7 (6-7),

7-1; anterior palatal foramina, breadth. 2-3-2-6 (2-4 I, 2-2-2-5 (2*3), 2-5,

bulla length, 6-2-6*6 (6-4), 6-l-6'2 (6-17), C-4; Ms} \ 56-5-fl (5 8), 5*5-

5*8 (5-7), 5-9-

'JHj/pc—Adult male; South Australian Museum, registered number M.6268-

a, field-made skin and prepared skull collected by the writer in November. 1947,

on the north slope of ihe main mass of Greenly Island, af- approximately .31
C,

39'S.

tat. and 134'49'E. longt.

(c) NORTH GAMB1KR BLAND

Tin's islet of a few hundred acres, and about 150 feel high, lies about a

mile and one-half norlh of the much larger Wedge Island in the Cumber Group

at the mouth uf Spcueer Gulf at 35°08'S, lat, and 136e
28'l£. longt. approxi-

mately.
It is believed to be waterless and lias never had human occupation, nut

Jong ago—possibly as early as 1820—goats were introduced and have persisted

to fhe present time, and provide an "attraction for fishing cutters in search uf

fresh, meat. Originally, the central portions of the plateau wore well grassed

with Danthttyivs'uud supported groves f well-grown Casuannci trees. Twt as
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a result of an erosion cycle which I have sketched elsewhere (1951), this area
has now been denuded to the limestone and only a narrow belt of bush vegeta-
tion remains surrounding it on the cliff tops. This vegetated zone is colonized
by mutton birds (Puffinus sp.) which burrow and by a local form of Rattus
grey/, which lives chiefly under the tangle of a sprawling bush, Nitmria arhob'M,
The rat was formerly in very large numbers, and boat crews killed them in spoil:

by lifting up the tangle and sending terriers in after thorn. Although now much
reduced- it still seems to have a good hold on these parts of die island, but in a
short daylight visit in February, 1949, I succeeded in trapping only tlrree

among the limestone blocks or the. cliffs on the south-east coast.

The.se were two males and one female; one of the males with enlarged
scrotal testes, the other retracted and the female apparently reproduetively
cpiiescent. A motile ectoparasite (? lloplopleura) was noted, but not collected

l!xte.rnally: this rat is somewhat intermediate between tlutt of Greenly and
Pearson Isles. It is slightly smaller than the former and ha.s a slightly longer
and narrower car, though still broad by mainland standard*. The pes, although
smaller, is of the same broad robust type, with similarly rounded though smaller
pads Mysticfal vibrissac range from 47-55 (50): the tail scales are coarser.
13-14 per cm., and the tail hairs shorter. 2-l>5 scales length. The tone of the dorsal
pelage is slightly warmer, but the general condition very similar; manus and
pes pure white as they are in a proportion of the Greenly rut.

I ksh Dimensions of the two £ ; and one 9 are as follows: Head and body,
15^155. 132; tail 123436, 130; pes, 29-29, 27; e^r length, 21-21, 21; car breadth.
13-13, 14; weight in grammes, 1(30-105, 80-

The skull if regarded as fully adult, as the molar wt^ar and zygomatic shape
suggest, is the smallest examined in this work and as compared with that of
Greenly island is weak and fragile and lightly ossified. The nasals and rostrum
arc .shorter and weaker, the bullae surallcr. and the anterior palatal foramina
slightly longer, but the molars are within the Tange and therefore comparatively
lartre, in so small a skull.

Skull dimensions of the two $ undone 5 arc respectively; Greatest length.
35'0-3.V2, 35-2; basal length, 30-0-31 fl, 31-4; zygomatic breadth. 775-177,
LS'O: interorbilal breadth, 51-5-3, 5-2; nasals length. 12 9-13 ^

;
13-0: nasals

breadth, 3-5-3-S, 3-5; palatal length, 17-9-l.S-G, 18-5: anterior palatal foramina,
length, 7-2-7-2, 7-4; bulla, length, - 6-0, 5 -'J; MsJ~\ 5'7-oS. 5-7.

if lie characters of the Cambier Island population are reliably represented
by these three specimens, it would appear to differ appreciably from that of
both Greenly and Pearson islands and, while nearer these, shows some links
with the mainland phase from the Gawler River, but with a marked reduction
in skull size. The clearances in characters, however, are so small that 1 have
not felt justified in basing another name upon so little material, and defer a
decision on its status until an adequate series can be assembled.

Evidence of varying vuhio from miscellaneous sources indicates that "native"
rats, presumably of the R. ^.reiji type, o\ist or formerly uccurred on several other
islands off the South Australian coast, besides those alread\ listed, including
the main island of the North Xeptunc tfroup, Hopkin's Taylor's, gyre's. Goat.
St. Francis and St. Peters.

l4J .SOrTK-VVESlfcKN VIC I OKU
Bia/cnor { 1936) reported tm a large scries of R. gtfftfii from the Portland

district, which he compared with both "South Australian'' /£. &tetii and with
Victorian <miiitilh'. and separated subspeeifieally from the former. * Althouqh I
agree with his chief findings the first of his "comparisons was hampered by
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shortage of material and some emendation and ainplihciitiou of both am called

Jnr. The following notes arc based upon a batch of twelve taken at Heatb-
more in December, 1937, and on the east bank or. the Glenelg River about 20
miles north-west of that place, in June. 1951. These localities axe only 10-20
miles north of Portland in a .similar environment and the material is regarded
uk lopotypical of R, g. peccatus.

in habits this form differs from R, gretfi gretji of the Fleurieu Peninsula in

being a more consistent burrowcr; this was confirmed both at Hcathmere and
on the (Jlenclg where it was quite numerous but I doubt whether burrows
were plentiful enough to shelter the whole population, part of which probably
makes use of surface camps. In December at Ileatluuere all adult males taken
showed enlarged and scrotal testes and females were pregnant.

The range in dimensions shows a plus overlap in the chief items with means
averaging about 8 per cent, higher than in the standard series of H. greyi gtriji.

In relation to head and body, the tail and, to a lesser extent, the pes, are longer
en the female than in that form, but this changer is not shaved by the uuile.

ignoring the sexual difference, it would appear that the chief distinction in the
dimensions of the Victorian animal is in an increase of overall size and in a
somewhat narrower car. Brazenors means of 20 selected specimens are de-
cidedly below mine in ear and pes (and skull length also, see infra) and his

sample prolaably includes what is here regarded as a definitely subadult element.
I am unable to substantiate his finding that the female is necessarily smaller in
linear dimensions than the maleT when fully adult as judged by skull characters,
nor is this the case with the standard series of R. g. greyi, and its use as a dif-

ferential character against asslmilis is, 1 think, invalid. The other metrical pru-
position which he uses differentially, ic> that in large specimens of greyi the
tail is relatively shorter than in small, 1 am unable to test adequately with
peccatus or attsimilis, but il seems to work out in the standard series: 'where
(ignoring ses ) the six largest give a per cent, tail length of 84-110 (91-6) us
against 93-110 (100-7) for the six smallest-

The mann.s and pes are very similar to those of R. g; grcyi, the former per-
haps a little heaviei, hut the pes, unlike ffyft rjt </.y,yhni/ts, even narrower, "liie

pads are of the same type, with distinctly angular lateral mterdigitals. The
rnysticial vibrissae range Imm 47-50 (49) and the tail scales are slightly coarser,
with 11-13 (L2-6) per cm, middorsally- The mammary pattern, discussed by
Tate (1951, 330) in connection with this subspecies, is not characteristic of

il, luit occurs (with variants) in R. £. grcyi as well. (Supra.)
In the pelage characters of the budy> the West Victorian series can he com-

pletely merged in that of the Fleurieu Peninsula; it does not yield any examples
of the rich coppery variants of the latter, but all its other phases can be closely
matched therein, and it offers nothing novel in tone, grizzling or pattern; it

is certainly not darker as a whole. On the dorsum of inanus and pes the hairs
are always decidedly darkened at base imd this leads to occasional grizzling,

particularly when the covering is sparse, and there arc two eases of all dark
hairs at base of the claws not noted in other groups. The ureearpal bar is

usually fainter and sometimes lost, but on tin? inner aspect of the lower surface
of the corpus there is frequently a tract of adpresseck contrasted brown hairs
outlining the bases of the metacarpal pads, absent, or very feebly indicated, in

the Fleurieu series. The tail is usually appreciably darker above than below,
as in the latter, but there arc equally striking variations both in its colour and
in the prominence of the scale rings. In worn pelage where replacement has
begun, there is a tendency for a darker lumbar patch to be isolated as In the
November skins from Greenly Island.
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Flesh Dimt mions—The following figures give in turn the range and approxi-
mate mean for the dimensions of three 3 unci four ? , adult. Head and body.
152-169 (160-in, 153-166 (156-0); tail, 138-155 (1490), 140463 (154-7); pes.
31 -5-33 -5 (32-5), 30-32-5 (31-6); ear, length, 22-23 (22'5i, 21-23' (22*5); eat,

breadth. 13-6-13-8 (13*7). 13-8-15*0 (14-4); weight in grammes 100-130

(115-0), 85-130 (1100),
The adult skull is larger than in R. greyi gretji, with the female giving higher

values in most measurements than males. The range in the majority of items
shows a plus overlap with that of the standards with an average inereasc in the

means of the order of 5 per cent, in most longitudinal dimensions. It is rela-

tively narrower zygomatieallv, with slightly longer rostrum aud relatively shorter

tooth rows with broader molars. A notable nonmetrieal distinetion from the
primary form is to be found in the temporal crests, which are more strongly

developed and produced anteriorly on to the supraorbital margins which hi

consequence are distinctly ridged.

Skull DimcnMotis — The range and approximate mean follow in turn for

four adult 6 , three adult 2 . and a single anomalous stunted adult or aged 9 ,

which gives vafues below the minima for the Fleurieu series, and which cannot
be regarded as a normal inlergrade between R. g, wetji and peccalus:—Greatest
length, 36-9-3&-0 (37-5), 37-7-3S-S (38-2), 34*0;* basal length, 32-S-35-0
(33-8). 33-6-34-3 (33-9), 29-8; zygomatic breadth, 18-3-18-9 (18-5), .18 3-

18-7 (18-5). 17-3;' mteroilutal breadth. 5-3-5-5 (5 4). 5 3-5-5 (5-4), 5-1;

nasals length, 14-2-15-6 (14-S), 15-0-15-2 (15*1). 130; nasals greatest breadth,
3-7-4-0 (3-9), 3r>3 S (3-7), 3-6; palatal ten gtiw 19-6-21-5 (20-2), 20-3-20-6

/ 20-4), 18-1; anterior palatal foramina, length, 7-3-S-0 (7-6). 7*9-8-0 (7-95).
6-8; --interior palatal foramina, breadth, 2*5-2-8 (2-6) )(

2-5-2-5 (2 5K 2-5;

bulla, length, 6-5-6-6 (6*55), 6-5-6-8 (6-6), 5*9; Ms. 1 I, 5*9-6-1 (6-1),
60-6-4 (6-2), 5-5.

Rattm greyi petxattts in undoubtedly a valid form, recognisable beyond the
limits of the conventional 75 per cent, allocation, by metrical, pelage and cranial

characters. It is at present known from u very restricted area of south-western
Victoria at sea level, in ecological conditions appreciably different bum thtwe

Df the Soutii Australian highlands, which harbour the primary subspecies. To
what extent it iuterdifhises with nssimilis to the east and how effective the

Glenelg River is us a burrier to its westerly drift, are matters which await
bother field work.

J.
FtATTUS ASSUniJS COUTD

T'Uc relationships of this sriceies to R. gretji fte?-P&N*$3 to which it heats

much external resemblance, have been examined by tfruzenor (1936) in bruud
outline with a large series of Victorian specimens. There is need, however,
foi' a more detailed statement of its characters and range of variation before
these can be regarded as well established. The material in hand is inadequate
for this, but for the purpose of a limited and provisional cheek, skins and skulls

of some 15 individuals are available. These belong to two batches personally

taken jn January, 1928, on upper Ryan's Creek in the Tolmie district of north-

east Victoria, and in December, 1928, at Hillas Brook in the Batlow district of

southern New South Wales, Both localities art; highland sites, the second
above 3,000 feet. In addition. 1 have examined miscellaneous specimen* from
French Tslanrl in Westernport Bay, Victoria* and from Dorrigu and the Barring-

ton Tops in New South Wales. At the Ryan's Creek camp the species was plea-
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ttrul Lhough not at all obtrusive and was first taken unintentionally in wallaby

and opossum snares under tree ferns in a we* gully and later was trapped with

bread baits in the undergrowth of dense wattle scrubs. At llillas Brook it was

in km in the same wuy under bracken in more open valleys of big eucalypts,

aud ft few also in a bain where they had begun to raid potatoes in sacks - a type

nt depredation which R, gret/i in South Australia never seems to attempt,

Whether this combined series is as homogeneous sutxspecifically as current

nomenclature would imply, may be questioned but it suffices for a general

appraisal of the R. g. ^ycccatus-assmnlis relation.

Dimensions of adults just overlap the maxima for flio.se of peccotus, as

quoted above, in head and body, pes and ear, but the means are highei, de-

cidedly so (10-12 per cent.) m the ease of the first. The means for tail length

are equal in lite ease of the males and lower with the single female. Propor-

tionally to head and body, therefore* the pes and ear axe slightly shorter than in

peccatu^ and the tail markedly so, with a mean for the two sexes of S3 per cent,

as against 1)5 per cent, in the latter; this finding is supported by the short-tailed

condition of the cotypes (80-84 per cent.), but conflicts with Brazenors lUl

per cent. us a mean for 20 itsximilis, No weights are available, but would prob-

ably be much Eight* than for any form of R. &rcyi

In dried specimens both maims and pes appear to be much stouter than

in R, ft, pecWfns, though the pads are of the same general type. Brazenor. how-

ever (op. cii. Pi. Xiliv 2d) figures a somewhat more elongated inner meta-

tarsal. Iti the maims the digital rings are increased to (\ and, in the pes, to 8,

and ehev arc less divided than in the forms of H. #*!/*. Mystieial vibrissas in

five undamaged adults range from 59-67 (61), which is much longer than in

pevcatits and' the tail scales ore slightly coarser, 11-12 (11-7) per em.

In pelage characters the group shows an extraordinary range of variation,

due partly to pha.se, but partly to local or individoal influences, and it is obvious

that until comprehensive series are examined illustrating the entire sequence

of the coat replacement, only tentative, conclusions are possible under this head.

Rrazcnor (1036, 67) has already Mated that the pelage of nssmtiln is indis-

tinguishable from lhat of H. greiji pecaitus of the Portland district. So far* as

I he Victorian specimens of the present xriim are concerned, this is substantially

true. The single French island skin is much richer coloured and more cupreous

in tone than any of my pevmfa*
t
though it can he matched in the Flcurieu Penin-

sula, and of the remainder it is generally true that the coat is somewhat more
spinous dorsal Iy. the darkening of manus and pes more Irequcnt and the pre-

sence of the brown infraearpal tract more constant than in the latter. Tlrcpre-

earpal bar is present in two skins only The New South Wales examples from
Batlow and Dungog are appreciably distinct being colder iu tone and with a

finer ticking.

FlexJi Dimensions — Vauv adull males and one adult female give the fol-

lowing values:-Head and bodv, 168-195 f 170). 173; tail, 143-157 (150), 1-12;

pes, 33-35 (33-5), 34; car length, 22-24 (23-2), 23.

Skull size in these two groups is consistently much larger at all comparable

stages of growth than in H. g. peccaiux, The range i^ seven ol the eleven dimen-

sions studied shows a plus clearance from that of the latter, with the means of

tho chief longitudinal dimensions 10 per cent, higher, and the overall superiority

in size is still more impressive in direct visual comparison. The chief depart-

ures from eopruporlionality with peccatm as gauged by the percentage rela-

tion to the greatest length of skull, are; Shorter rostrum, shorter and much
narrmvrv anterior palatal foramina (— 6 and — 25 per cent, respectively)., shorter

bulla (—10 per cent), and longer molar rows (+14 per cent).
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Tn nonmetrical cranial characters there is considerable variation and over-
lap, but the following may be noted as valid diUerential trends. In the nasals
there is a distal shift in the maximum width which leads to a straight, mure
wedge-shaped outline, than is usual in any of the forms of R, greyi; the temporal
and supraorbital ridges are similar in outline but more strongly developed; the
dorsal profile is straighter and less arched; and the posterior fialf of the anterior
palatal foramina is more narrowed and parallel-sided than the anterior, with
a characteristic change of shape.

One sknll presents the anomaly of a paired interparietal (PL 1, Fig. Gl.
Shtl.1 Dimensions — The values for seven adult males arc as follows --Great-

est length 40- 0-43-1 (41-4); basal length, 35- 3-39-1 (36-9); zygomatic breadth.
20 0-21 '4 (20-8); interorbital breadth, 5'7-6-0 (5-9); nasals lengths, 15-OI70
(15-7): nasals greatest breadth. 41-4-5 (4-3); palatal length, 21-6-23-5
(22-.1); anterior palatal foramina, length, 7-5-S-3 (7-9); anterior palatal fora^
mma. breadth, 2 0-2-5 (2-3); bullae., length, fi-2-r>7 (6 -5); .Ms. 1"3

, 7-0-7-6
(7*3).

5 fNTERRELATION OF R, ASS1MILIS, E, CREYl AND it. FUSCIPES
WATERHOUSE

Etlerman (1949) consideivd R. assimilis and R, greyi to be oonspecific* a
view with which Tate (1951) evidently sympathised, though he did not give
effeet rt) it in nomenclature. Though they are undoubtedly very ciosely re-
lated animals, a study of the two forms, which may be assumed to be in contact
in mid-Western Victoria, has convinced mc that tlie differences separating them
are mure than subspecific and confirms me in the opposite and older view.
Althuu^h occasional specimens may transgress the limits of the three groups, a
more or less clinal relation in general body size subsists between the east to west
series, R. assimiUs (?a$similis), R. greyi jwcwtw* and R. fpeffi gretjL with a
much steeper gap between the first two forms, but this trend is not*continued
into the offshore colonies of Eyre Peninsula where, in the case of R. g. ptdori
at least, a slight secondary enlargement has taken place.

These island forms, although well differentiated, have so many unmistak-
able links with the Fleuiicu Peninsula population that their relegation to R.
Rfeui seems the only natural course. The alternative allocation tr/fl. ftiscipes,
which is regarded as having a modified representative i>n Mondrain Island on
the continental shelf of Western Australia, has some, attractions on palaeogeo-
graphie grounds and is foreshadowed in the views of Ellerman (op. cit.)\ I
have not tested this de novo, but if the generally accepted links of R, fuxcipes
with R. httreola are well founded (and they have been recently reaffirmed by
Tate (1951) with tfood material), it would sccui to be strongly contraindica(ecl
None of the torms here considered show any convergence crani'ally to R. lutnofn
as known in South Australia.
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